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CALCULATION OF PENALTIES IN ALGORITHM OF MIXEDINTEGER PROGRAMMING SOLVING WITH REVISED DUALSIMPLEX METHOD FOR BOUNDED VARIABLES�1)Yi-ming Wei(Institute of Poliy and Management, CAS, Beijing 100080, P.R. China)Qing-huai Hu(Wuhan Institute of Chemial Tehnology, Wuhan 430073, P.R. China)AbstratThe branh-and-bound method with the revised dual simplex for bounded vari-ables is very e�etive in solving relatively large-size integer linear programmingproblems. This paper, based on the general forms of the penalties by Beale andSmall and the stronger penalties by Tomlin, desribes the modi�ations of thesepenalties used for the method of bounded variables. The same examples from Pe-tersen are taken and the satisfatory results are shown in omparison with thoseobtained by Tomlin.Key words: Penalties, Stronger penalties, The revised dual simplex method forbounded variables. 1. IntrodutionThe studies on the branh-and-bound algorithm of integer programming have beenarried out sine 60's. The e�orts in improving the algorithm are mainly onentratedon speeding up the related LP solution for eah node and making better seletion of nodeand branh for examing in order to approah the optimal solution as quik as possible.As a better strategy to estimate the problem bound and to selet branh, Beals andSmall proposed the penalties in 1965[2℄, and then Tomlin made modi�ations or exten-sions in 1969 by riterion for abandoning unpro�table branhes. This stronger riterionis obtained by making use of Gomory utting-plane onstraints. These modi�ationshave been inorporated into the famous UMPIRT system and are used suessfullyto solve many large pratial mixed integer programming problems[3;7℄. Moreover inaspet of speeding up solution of the LP problem for eah node seleted, the authorwould reommend the revised dual simplex method for bounded variables in whih abranh is treated by introduing an additive bounded restrition as that with a loweror upper bound hange. Thus a proedure of sensitivity analysis to this hange is ar-ried out in a ontinuous way based on the present basis inverse. The method works� Reeived Otober 8, 1997.1)This work was supported by the Chinese Postdotoral Siene Fundation.



546 Y.M. WEI AND Q.H. HUvery fast and beomes one of the main reasons of satisfatory solution speed. Sinethe penalties dedued by Beale and Small and th estronger penalties by Tomlin areall general formulas used for the dual simplex or revised dual simplex method withoutonsideration of bounded variables. As further modi�ations or extensions, this pa-per desribes alulation of penalties and stronger penalties for the branh-and-boundalgorithm of mixed integer linear programming solving with the revised dual simplexmethod for bounded variables. In manifesting the e�etiveness of the algorithm forbounded variable not only. But also the penalties and stronger penalties dedued bythe author, the same examples from Petersen[5℄ are taken and the results are omparedwith those obtained by Tomolin.2. Branh-and-Bound Algorithm with Revised Dual Simplex Methodfor Boundd VariablesThe general mixed integer linear programming model with bounded variables anbe put in matrix and vetor forms as follows:Minimize Z = CXSubjet to AX = bL � X � U (1)Xk integer K 2 IWhere I is the notation set of integer variables whih are plaed �rst and followed bythe other ontinuous variables as vetor elements in X.Deduing the lower boundes as zeros by transforming X 0 = X � L and using thesame notations in (1), the problem beomes as follows:Minimize Z = CXSubjet to AX = b0 � X � U (2)Xk integer K 2 IFor the problem at some seleted node, let A be deomposed into [B;N1; N2℄, where Bis basis, and N1 and N2 onsist of nonbasi olumns orresponding to nonbasi variablesat their lower bounds XN1 = 0 and upper bounds XN2 = U respetively. Aordinglylet R1 being the notation set of nonbasi variables at their lower bounds, and R2, thenotation set of nobasi variables at their upper bounds. Thus the basi variables XBand the related objetive funtion value Z an be expressed as follows:


